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ABSTRACT

As the emergence and visibility of the religious on the African and European
migratory scenes is generating much debate, this article explores how scientific
thought and analysis of the subject of “religion-migration” has gradually been built up
in France. Over three decades, the developing academic debate about issues of
migration, identity, then religion within migration, and migrants’ religion, has
revealed many tensions, especially about the question of Islam and/or religious
minorities within migration.
Through selective review of these debates, I attempt to comprehend perceptions and
research about the religion-migration scene since the 1980s. From an anthropologist’s
viewpoint, I also explore whether studies of African migrations in France have
opened the door to a new research field in terms of method and inquiry. Thus, as we
will observe, anthropologists of African migrations have enabled us to reexamine the
object of religion within migration, and remove it from an ethnicizing, identity-based
approach.
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Introduction: Men of God and Migrants

By championing the cause of immigrants, clergymen1 prepared the ground for the study of
migration in France in the mid-twentieth century, through the organizations they managed.
Since then, the relationship between migration and religion in the French scientific field has
evolved and has brought depth to many debates through the last few decades. Today, as
migration continues to make front-page news in the field of European politics, re-examination
of the links between migration and religion will prove valuable to the achievement of a better
understanding of migratory itineraries. Studies of the redefinition of migration routes, of
territories crossed and taken over again by migrants, and of the plurality of protagonists and
networks often show that religious processes are at the core of migratory practices and that
migration is at the heart of religious issues. The transformation of social and economic
practices by and within migration, as well as the redefinition of religious practices by and for
migrants, also support this thesis. Hence, one may speak of religion within migration, of the
religion of migrants or of migrating religions, depending on whether one seeks to explore the
evolution of migratory practices, of migrants’ religious strategies or of the transnational
religious institutions that receive migrants.

Though approaches may differ, they still serve to probe the same reality, which I propose to
explore here through an overview of the scientific debates that drive researchers in this field,
particularly with regard to the question of migration and Islam in France. I will address the
1 In particular, I am referring to the founder of the journal Hommes et Migrations (“Men and Migration”), Father
Jacques Ghys of the missionary order of the White Fathers, who created Amana (Assistance morale et aide aux
Nord-Africains), an association for aid and mutual assistance for North Africans with a focus on literacy
training. He also launched the journals Études sociales nord-africaines (Esna) and Cahiers Nord-Africains.
French protagonists in this field included CIMADE (an NGO created by French Protestant student groups at the
beginning of the Second World War, to assist and support people displaced by war) which was specialized in
migrant rights, and the Pastorale des Migrants (a department of the Catholic Church), whose action, expertise
and news reports are also a source of information.
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transition from the issue of immigrants to that of migrants, and from the matter of religious
identity during migration to that of the circulation of transnational religions and hyphenated
identities (Assayag & Bénéï 2000: 18). Thus doing, I will attempt to determine a research
model for the religion-migration issue that would allow us to remain as close to empirical
reality as possible without ethnicizing the models we study, nor essentializing the processes
we observe.

1. When migrants arrive... and religion follows

Since the end of the nineteenth century, several long-standing waves of immigration have
epitomized the populating of France (Noiriel 1987). After INED (the French National
Institute of Demographic Studies) carried out some initial studies of the assimilation of Italian
and Polish immigrants in the early 1950s (Girard & Stoezel 1953), André Michel’s research
on Algerian workers in France (1956) first dealt with immigration on a sociological level.
However, it was not until the late 1960s that a research trend associated with social work and
training undertook to observe the living conditions of immigrant workers (employment,
housing, education, health and family-related aspects).2 Only by the end of the 1980s did this
truly become a pivotal research object in the French scientific field.

At first, politicians used the term “assimilation” when they discussed immigration; then by the
end of the 1970s, they began building their discourse on the notions of “insertion sociale”
(“social inclusion,” or becoming well-connected in society) of immigrants, and their
“intégration” (within the French nation). The use of the second term later became a matter of

2 These studies appeared in Migrants Formation, a journal launched in 1973, and which is now called Diversité,
Ville, Ecole, Intégration.
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consensus across the political spectrum (Gaspard 1992). From an initial focus on the figure of
the “immigrant worker” who must integrate into the French nation, this field of scientific
research then came to include “the French model of integration and assimilation” in the
analysis of living conditions of the immigrant population in France.

Thus, immigrants became a social category (Spire 1999)3: different ethnic groups and their
ways of managing social practices – be they matrimonial, community-related, cultural or
religious – began to be classified. The risk involved in this was that social relationships might
be ethnicized due to decontextualization of the groups being studied, and that a discourse of
difference might be reinforced at the expense of discourse about the wealth of diversity and
interaction. Nonetheless, these first analyses did allow these groups to exist socially and
statistically. In France, studies about migration are disputed; “immigration” is an object too
closely related to the political and administrative management of populations and it remains
problematic in the scientific field, because it calls the French republican model directly into
question with regard to how this model relates to the Other, to foreigners (Schnapper 1991).

As A. Sayad wrote with respect to immigration, the first issue involved in the study of this
object “is that it poses problems.” To Sayad, assimilation was an ethno-centered practice, a
“colonization of the interior,” and he developed a sociology of immigrant workers’ living
conditions through a more micro-sociological approach, more attentive to the practices of
daily life and to individuals’ singular experiences. He was among the first to take an interest
in the trajectory from being an emigrant to being an immigrant, and especially in the political
conditions in which this working-class migration had been produced. Sayad considered his
3 The term “immigrant” became a social category in France in the early 1990s when the Haut Conseil à
l’Intégration (High Council for Integration) defined it as meaning “any person born a foreign national, in a
foreign country, who resides in France” (A Spire 1999: 50). However, this categorization was first applied to
statistical data before it was introduced and used in sociological debate.
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fieldwork had shown how absence itself gives immigrants’ territory meaning: they are
“double absentees,” “neither from here, nor from there,” though they are both emigrants and
immigrants at the same time.

After the notion of integration, he addressed that of breaking away (or severance) through the
meaning immigrants give to their own migration, more than to their social trajectories. Even
though in his eyes, an immigrant had a life trajectory and a memory of his/her history, as well
as daily practices in the fields of housing, health and religion, and a political role, Sayad did
not consider the relevance of the question of religion in the context of migration.

In the 1980s, the State took possession of this debate in response to a growing demand for
knowledge about the immigrant population and living conditions in France, coming from
social workers, employees of the education and health systems, and administrative personnel
(Kuczynski & Razy 2009). It issued calls for project proposals, mostly through State
structures such as FAS,4 DPM5 and CNDP,6 and through community organizations, many of
which were funded by the aforementioned entities. These organizations launched several
journals, including Migrants-formation, Migrations-santé, Migrations-Etudes, Migrationssociété and Hommes & Migrations.

From the 1980s on, sociologists and anthropologists such as Catherine Quiminal, Jacques
Barou and A. Moustafa Diop also began to organize their research so as to focus on both

4 The Fonds d’Action sociale (Social Action Fund) or FAS, for immigrant workers and their families, was
created during the Algerian war of independence and then evolved in several different ways; it was dissolved in
2010. In addition to the social support of immigrants and the funding of social and cultural projects, it also
oversaw several studies of migrants’ living conditions in France.
5 DPM stands for Direction de la Population et des Migrations (Department of Population and Migrations).
6 CNDP stands for Centre National de Documentation Pédagogique (National Center of Pedagogical
Documentation).
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spaces of migration,7 instead of on immigrants in France only. They proved more systematic
in addressing the social, cultural and religious communal practices of ethnic groups like the
Soninké and the Manjak, as well as the Senegalese Murides (a Sufi brotherhood), between the
countries they departed from and their host countries. In the Foyers de Travailleurs Migrants
(Migrant Workers’ Hostels), these researchers observed African migrants’ initiatives such as
the organization of village community funds, and life inside village-based and urban
associations, as well as cultural and religious practices.

During this period – the late 1980s – which witnessed the beginnings of academic inquiry into
multicultural society, sociologists and political scientists took an interest in the religion of the
“immigrant” Other. These were the first studies of Islam in suburban France, in hostels and
prayer rooms; furthermore, they comprised the assumption that immigrants needed to be able
to practice their religion in decent conditions and to experience their cultures fully, within
French society. However, they did not analyze immigrants as fully-fledged protagonists of
their religion, nor did they observe the diversity of religious options on offer due to migration
or simply on the transnational religious market. One might consider that sociologists made too
strong an assumption that migration was permanent and therefore, saw religion as one of
many transplanted values that would (or must) adapt to the French secular model.

Thus, the academic debate came together by the end of the 1980s, centering on the theme of
ethnic minorities and religious identities. Andezian, Dassetto, Bastenier, Saint-Blancat, Cesari
and Kastoryano were some of the many authors who studied Islam among migrants. Political
scientists such as Olivier Roy and Gilles Kepel, on the other hand, took an interest in the

7 Translator’s note: The expression “espaces de migration,” translated as “spaces of migration,” refers to the
places people emigrate from, and the places they migrate to.
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details of the history of Islam in France, as well as in the influence of Muslim intellectuals
from the Arab world among French Muslims.

2. From “Islam in France” to Islam as it is experienced. Toward an anthropological
approach to religious practices in a migratory context

As Babès observed in her article about “identities reshaping themselves [recompositions
identitaires] within Islam in France” (Babès 1995), “Thus, in a curious paradox, Islam ends
up being both over-publicized and a forgotten religion.” Several approaches have been
combined in the debate about Islam in France, with a view to analyzing Islam through the
‘veil’ of integration and the question of secularization [laïcisation in French] in France, while
emphasizing the paradoxes involved in the French mode of integration (Hervieu-Léger 1996,
Saint-Blancat 1995). ‘Immigrant’ social groups such as women (Lacoste Dujardin 1997),
suburban youth and religious associations have been studied (Cesari 1994) through the spectra
of different generations of migrants and of the evolution of religious practices. To the ‘elders’,
there was no need to call for a space for holding prayers, as long as the questions of
transmission [of religion] to their children, or of one’s own death, were not posed. As for
younger groups, born in France, the process has proved different because Islam is also their
culture and they wish to display it, by creating associations, for example.

Amel Boubakeur (2007:16) has defined re-Islamization as “the fact of experiencing a
religious socialization, not inherited from one’s Muslim parents, but acquired pro-actively by
frequenting religious movements, places of worship and peer groups such as young Muslims’
associations.” Conducting research about the groups and organizations acting as protagonists
in the process of re-Islamization was characteristic of the change in focus within one section
9

of the research community in this field. They dealt with the questions of the transmission,
inheritance and production of Islamic discourse within populations ranging from the Islamic
elites from Muslim countries that were influential within France in the 1990s and 2000s, to reIslamized youth invested in the renewal of Islamic modes of mobilization through culture, art,
music, literature… (Amghar 2006, Bowen 2004, Boubakeur 2007, Göle 2002)

Though research about Islam in France today still tends to be somewhat entangled in the
debate about integration, nonetheless, many studies already initiated by anthropologists by the
end of the 1990s, have opened the way to learning about Islam as it is experienced. These
studies call for an approach to Islam in terms of social practices, ritual practices and how
places of worship are organized (Geisser 2001, Bava 2002, Kuczynski 2002), the conditions
in which halal meat is produced, how the al-‘Aid al-Kebir festival is organized in French
urban space (Bonte et al. 1998 and 1999), the meaning believers invest in their religious
practices (Saint-Blancat 1997) and the links between economic networks and religion (Bava
2003). What motivates these researchers is no longer an approach in terms of integration, but
the objective of actual knowledge of migrants’ Islam, through knowledge of elements of
continuity between the migrants’ countries of origin and those they migrate to. Though this
knowledge is not disconnected from French national identity, it still remains tied to the
definition of a “French Muslim identity” or, as Bastenier (1998) put it, an “ethnic
consciousness,” in the sense that religion is construed as an element of ethnicity, an element
of migrants’ identities. Approaching the religious dimension among other attributes of
identity, and observing the freedom individuals may have to define themselves through their
own memories as much as in relation to others and to the societies they pass though or enter
into – this is what researchers must address. Though society tends to impose certain models,
migrants also construct their own references.
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These works demonstrate that it is difficult to make the religious sphere function within
previously established borders, like those of the “territory of integration,” for example. If we
attempt to enclose belief in Republican, ethnic, cultural and legal borders (i.e. the right to
practice one’s religion), it is no longer discernible, and the “immigration—Islam” dyad will
remain unproductive (Andezian 2001). Hence, to apprehend Islam as it is lived, one must
allow for the diversity of ways religion is expressed by the Muslim population, as well as the
representations and practices of actors in this field. By observing that immigrants are also
migrants in motion across at least two territories, this research is gradually integrating
improved knowledge of Islam from both sides of migration, and also of transnational
networks that transcend national borders.

However, some studies have still proved excessively one-sided and failed into account to take
the historicity of the movements under observation, as if migrants’ religious constructs were
decoupled from Islam as they had experienced it in their own countries, and from the
international or transnational Islamic community. The latter has often appeared in the shape of
a kind of “transplanted” Islam, negotiated with local society. Timera’s work on the Soninké in
France (1996), Andezian’s study of female members of the ‘Îsâwiyya Sufi brotherhood in
France and Algeria (1983), as well as my own on Muride migrants (2000, 2002, 2003, 2004,
2006) all take this dimension into account, recognizing the importance of having previous
knowledge of the object one is studying, as well as being able to see it comparatively, so as to
better appreciate transformations. This multi-situated approach, involving going back and
forth and comparing, allows one to avoid mistaking pre-existing practices from migrants’
countries of origin for new religious constructs and reshaped practices. By opting for this
posture, researchers focusing on Muslim migrants in France have been confronted with
another considerable issue: the difficulty of contrasting disciplinary fields and cultural
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spheres. Islam in a migratory context is not a field that has attracted scholars specialized in
the study of Islam itself, and the same disconnect can be observed between those who study
the “real” Islam in its countries of origin, and those who study hybrid forms of Islam as they
are reshaped through migration. This split is reminiscent of a model in classical Islamic
studies, a field in which, as Andezian (2002) has noted, “this two-level model has been widely
over-used and abused, so as to distinguish ‘learned, scriptural, orthodox Islam’ from local
expressions of the religion, described as ‘vestiges of the pre-Islamic age’.” (Andézian 2001:
18)

Thus, religious referents and identity-related referents have been put into perspective, and
sometimes confused with one another in most studies which, since the 1980s, have mainly
been focused on Islam. However, as migration and the interactions it brings about tend to
amplify these processes of confusion of religious referents and identity-related referents,
considering religious constructs over several territories has appeared essential. Working on
the question of religion within migration, particularly within migration considered both from
the perspective of its fluidity and of its perennial or recurring aspects, requires one to accept
this back-and-forth dynamic, that of exchange between the purported “authenticity” attributed
to historic religions, and the religious trajectories of each migrant and each movement
observed. After analyzing a transplanted form of Islam, one may opt to analyze “transmigrant” Islam. To Grafmeyer,
The very issue of integration can become an obstacle to analysis from the moment we make it an end
in itself. To newly-arrived persons as to already well-established city dwellers, the ability to put
several territories and ways of belonging into play, may well constitute a resource in the long term,
both for mastery of the locations they have settled into and for maintenance of group identity. (Y.
Grafmeyer, 1994, Sociologie Urbaine, p.87)
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This change from an assimilationist approach to migratory flows to one highlighting
transnational processes, appears clearly through observation of the manner in which
sociologists and anthropologists have gradually proceeded to integrate the question of
movement and mobility in studies about migrants and religion.

3. Migrants and religions in movement

Since the early 1980s, studies of transnational migrations have begun to gradually integrate a
trans-cultural approach into the comprehension of migratory trajectories. At the same time,
the transnational approach to religious phenomena has brought a new understanding of
religions “in the context of migration.”

Indeed, the past twenty-odd years have witnessed a theoretical renewal of research about the
notion of migration. Today, migration is treated much less as a form of severance or as a
succession of places, and it is no longer interpreted as an uprooting or a process of
acculturation. English-language (Glick-Schiller et al. 1992) and French-language studies
(Tarrius, Peraldi) centered on migrant entrepreneurs have introduced the notion of
transnationalism8 as a new grid for analysis of the migratory field. In this sense, as Capone
has observed, “ ‘Transnationalism’ is not a new phenomenon, but rather a ‘new
perspective.’ ” Thus, ‘the transnational lens’ now allows us to apprehend phenomena that
were not intelligible in the past.” (Capone 2010)

8 “…the process by which immigrants forge and maintain multiple and interconnected (multi-stranded) social
relationships linking their societies of origin and their host societies. We call these processes transnationalism in
order to underline the fact that nowadays, many immigrants construct social fields stretching across
geographical, cultural and political boundaries.” (Glick-Schiller et al. 1992: 6)
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These studies have introduced the terms “transnational migrants,” “transmigrants,” and
“migrants involved in pendular or circular mobility” (Tarrius 1989). In this context, their
objective is to describe the relational territory staged by strangers, the territories they connect
to each other in a transnational sphere; these connections can be economic in character, or
also cultural or religious. In this sense, migration is no longer approached solely in terms of
cost, but rather in terms of resources, skills and benefits produced by comings and goings
between two or more countries. This “ability to circulate” (“savoir circuler”), to use Tarrius’
expression (1996) and this mobility may be analyzed as a social phenomenon that creates
wealth, but also produces an imagined world and religious constructs stretching across
different worlds.

At the meeting-point between anthropologists, English-language sociologists and immigration
sociologists in France, a third avenue has opened up based on socio-anthropology applied to
the study of migrants through the combined relationship of spaces they cross and/or those
they settle in. Researchers transcend issues of assimilation, integration and/or severance, and
they diversify their methods of observation, which allow migrants to exist socially in their
eyes as a group creating its own economic, social, religious and imaginary networks between
several territories. Extending English-language research on “ethnic business” initiated in the
1970s (Bonachich & Modell, Clifford, Granovetter, Portes, Waldinger and Zhou), French
researchers have explored these new directions. This has given rise to an entire tradition of
research about migrants as economic protagonists in the city (Battegay, Bertoncello &
Bredeloup, Boubakri, Ma-Mung, Peraldi, Salem, Sassen, Tarrius, Ebin and Schmidt di
Friedberg) which has been taking root in French-language research since the 1990s.
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Thus, scholars observe strategies implemented by migrants and entrepreneurial chains that
shape circuits of economic activity; they use the notions of skills, transmission and
experience. They discuss the types of resources protagonists mobilize, as well as transnational
social capital, multiple social networks and networks of intercommunity exchange. Directly
from this emerged the question of the role of religious networks, such as those of the Muride,
in the development of transnational economic activity. This anthropology of migration, first
initiated by phenomenology, then by a “socio-anthropology” of migrants’ economic practices
that promoted an “anthropology of movement” (Tarrius 1989), has shifted the object of
research and overturned it to give researchers a broader perspective, so as to observe migrants
as producers of new social rationalities and new territories. From this point of view, migrants’
territory has fleshed out and multiplied as scholarly perspectives have passed from the ethnic
territory to the “circulatory territory,” a “notion which records the socialization of spaces as
frames for practices of mobility” (Tarrius 2001: 45). It also reveals much about the break with
assimilationist research about migration. Without dismissing questions of appropriation or of
symbolic space, the notion of circulatory territory also brings in considerations of social
rhythms, identity processes, imagined spheres, customs, practices, interactions and
negotiation. Thus, spaces of migration are invested with meaning. This approach has proved
essential, especially in the understanding of processes of cultural and religious
transnationalism. The figure of the stranger – as a transmigrant, a nomad or someone who has
settled in – is becoming multiple and being consolidated, but the observation of identityrelated constructs and of “ethnoscapes” (Appadurai 1991) has stagnated and exerted a divisive
effect on the academic sphere.

To Appadurai, who evokes “transnational cultural flows” leading to the deployment of
“cosmopolitan cultural forms,” it is “urgent to pay closer attention to the cultural dynamic of
15

what is now called deterritorialization” (Appadurai 1996: 90). Yet these studies focusing on
the analysis of transnational cultural flows through observation of the “cosmopolitan cultural
forms of the modern world” like flows of goods in a vast supermarket, cast doubt on
migrants’ cultures of origin. So doing, they risk reproducing existing identity-related tension
rather than analyzing it as a negotiated process, and have provoked many objections (Stuart
Hall 1998, Assayag 1998, Friedman 1994). Authors such as Ebaugh & Chavetz, GlickSchiller et al. and Hagan & Clifford have also influenced French academic work, in which the
notions of globalization and transnationalization are debated (Capone 2004). The
transnational dimension of the religious field is particularly representative of this discussion,
as Levitt & Glick-Schiller (2004) have shown in the United States by underlining the
emergence of a transnational religious field and transnational religious networks elaborated or
called up by migrants. In France, however, research on the subject of religious
transnationalizations and transnational churches, as well as their practices and discourse, and
the religious constructs of migrants, is scarce.

Religion marks the different stages of migratory itineraries and conversely, migrants’
religions are rooted in their countries of origin. Especially through studies of Islam and
Christianity, we know that transnational religions are not only carried by migrants and
converts; yet we cannot ignore the latter’s role in the countries in which they settle. Hence, it
appears crucial to keep in mind that the theoretical frameworks developed by studies of
international migration enable us to better understand transnational religious processes.

Thus, in France, the religious baggage that migrants carry with them is gradually being
dissected, and researchers have been analyzing its content while simultaneously observing
religious constructs and religious forms of belonging across several territories. If we use the
16

term “transnational spaces,” then the religious sphere produces continuity among
discontinuous transnational spaces, and migrants are often a vector of this continuity. In fact,
it has promptly attracted the attention of political scientists studying Islam in France. John R.
Bowen has examined the fact that in Europe, Islam stretches beyond borders (Bowen 2004),
and that Islamic norms are produced within a transnational public spacce (Bowen 2004,
Amiraux 2004, Caeiro 2003).

Studies of Muridism constitute a particularly instructive example of this type of scholarship,
at the crossroads of transnational migration and religion. My own research has shown that
economic migrants initially delocalized their religion in response to demands from their
community, not to demands from the religious hierarchy (Bava 2000, Ebin 1993, Riccio
2001). This delocalization crystallized around the creation of Muride associations and the
opening of places of worship, including the Sérigne Touba houses for the accommodation of
sheikhs and worshippers and the teaching of Muridism to children (Bava 2003, 2004). It also
materialized through organization of itinerant sheikhs’ travel to come meet the taalibés
(followers of the Muride creed), and of pilgrimage trips to the holy city of Touba, which in
return, also transformed religious practices there (Bava & Gueye, 2001). Furthermore,
migrants have taken hold of religion to re-symbolize their own migratory paths. These paths
can take on a different religious meaning, depending on whether the migrant is in a
destination country to settle in, such as France, Italy or the USA, or if he/she is situated in an
area of more or less extended transit, such as Niamey in Niger, or Cairo in Egypt (Bava
2006).

These economic entrepreneurs, who have created the basis for a transnational organization
based on an extension of their religion, have become de facto religious entrepreneurs in the
17

migratory context. The Murides have created the bases of their spiritual life themselves, and
in the places they pass through, their religious identity has become the trump card of their
migrations, as well as their local and transnational activities. Beforehand, there had been no
pre-existent transnational religious organization managing the spiritual side or the public side
of this network. In an initial phase, Murides gradually made the non-international dimension
of their brotherhood a strength, as their own mobility has created a transnational network run
by a multitude of individuals in various countries. Nonetheless, their common reference point
still remains Touba (Senegal), their holy city and the headquarters of their religious hierarchy.
Migrants have constructed a transnational religious identity that reinforces group cohesion
while also allowing them to fit into the countries they migrate to, and to extend the
brotherhood’s boundaries (Bava 2002, Ebin 1990, Gueye 2002, Schmidt di Friedberg, 1994).
All the necessary elements are present in this case to allow us to describe the place of religion
in transnational migration, and the role played by migrants in the development of a
transnational religious system. Levitt (2003) has observed that “religion plays a critical role in
identity construction, meaning making, and value formation,” but religion is also objectively
and/or symbolically constitutive of migratory paths themselves. In fact, religion is not only a
burden or a resource (material and spiritual), or a value for migrants in exile to take refuge in.
It actually generates specific trajectories, new protagonist figures and renewed religious
experiences, and it opens the way for unprecedented religious constructs in new spaces
(reterritorializations) or in religious spaces revived by the arrival of migrants. Hence, the
impact of religious references, but also of religious spaces, in the very constitution of
migratory trajectories is considerable. Some religious networks are even the source of
mobility and often of migration, such as the network of Islamic studies between Black Africa
and the Arab world (Bava 2009), for example, or Catholic networks for facilitating the arrival
and placement of certain migrants in specific employment niches, such as domestic labor.
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Though this type of analysis favors migrant’s own point of view (and the bottom-up
approach), as a protagonist of his/her religion within migration, composing a religion between
several territories, one must not neglect the standpoint of international religious institutions
(religious training networks, Churches, NGOs9) unattached to any particular nation-state,
either. These institutions are aware of the importance of migration to the dissemination of
their models and territories, as well as to the attraction of worshippers. This is the case for
evangelical churches and other forms of Christianity of the global South (Mary 2009), which
reach out to African migrants in Europe, but are also expanding along migration routes, as
one may observe in Cairo (Bava & Picard 2010).

But are migrants always aware of belonging to religious networks? According to Levitt and
Glick-Schiller (2004: 1006) a research approach in terms of transnational social fields must
distinguish between the existence of transnational networks and individuals’ awareness of
belonging to such social configurations. Belonging to a social field means developing
“practices that signal or enact an identity which demonstrates a conscious connection to a
particular group,” which may be located beyond the national borders of the country a migrant
has settled in (Levitt & Glick-Schiller 2004: 1010).

Studies of transnational Islam further explore this question of belonging to a transnational
network. Bowen’s thesis underlining how the public transnational space of Islam goes beyond
migration is of interest because it reminds us of the importance of mastery of the texts, norms
and symbols produced by the thinkers of contemporary Islam, particularly when this
production addresses the question of people’s movement across non-Muslim lands and
9 In this case, we mean NGOs based on a religious denomination.
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Muslims’ lives there. These norms are constantly reactivated and debated but the knowledge
of networks of Muslim scholars who participate in debate about the production of Islamic
norms adapted to migratory phenomena is most significant. This leads Bowen to state that in
order to comprehend the transnationality of Islam, one must go further than the mere study of
migration: “It has to do much more with the worldwide communication of ideas than with the
movement of population, and does not depend on it.” (Bowen 2004)

On this point, in view of studies carried out on the religion-migration theme, I still consider
that we should not adopt a dichotomous point of view about scientific approaches, but rather
attempt a combined approach to religious movement through populations, ideas, objects,
texts, territories, etc. Of course, we should also strive to be conversant with the specific codes
of the movements we study. The mistake we must avoid at all costs in research about religion,
be it Islam, Christianity or Judaism (and sub-groups within these religions), is essentializing
this discussion by cutting ourselves off from the debate about migration.

Analysis of migration-religion connections constantly oscillates between our view of
migrating religious groups recreating the fabric of community, constituting a diaspora and
bringing identity politics into play on the one hand, and our view of religious
transnationalism, renewing cosmopolitanism and transcending nation-states and the frontiers
of identity, on the other. As Stefania Capone (2010) has remarked, “the transnational does not
preclude the production of essentialist discourse.” These two aspects must always be
measured, so that we may correctly understand how migration shapes the religious dimension,
and vice versa. In the case of Islam, over the past decade, scholarly debate opening up to new
forms of globalized Islam (Boubakeur 2007, Haenni 2005) has proved particularly rich, and
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all the more so for having compared movement within Islam to movements within
transnational Churches.

To analyze these effects and these constructs situated at the conjunction of migration and
religion, we must certainly be familiar with the religious movements we are observing, so as
not to perceive pre-existing phenomena as new ones, but we must also be sufficiently
conversant with the groups of migrants we are studying, as well as their trajectories. Our
observations must be multi-situated, but we must also measure the scales and different levels
governing these migrations, in order to determine the role of the religious sphere, of religious
institutions and NGOs in building migratory circuits. For example, we may shed light on the
emergence of a market for religious goods in the transit areas frequented by migrants. On the
methodological level, favoring an approach that interconnects migratory paths and religious
itineraries will allow us to work in closer contact to these mobile objects. We may observe
that religion, religious networks and institutions may be used on the one hand, for mobility
(both upstream and downstream) and on the other, for the justification or resymbolization of
migratory trajectories. In between the two, they may be used for living, that is, entering social
and urban spaces and negotiating one’s place in them, or even restructuring them.

Hence, we would be proceeding toward a religious anthropology of movement combining
migration issues and transnational religious processes. This would mean focusing just as
much on believers’ itineraries and careers as on texts, objects and figures of mobility via
religion, such as pilgrimages, religious migration, the circulation of religious objects, and
religious networks and institutions. However, whatever approach we select to these
transnationalizations of migrants and religions, it remains essential to build a multi-
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disciplinary analytical framework, between mobility, transit and anchorage, to allow us to
combine these approaches.

4. Some tools for the construction of an appropriate analytical framework for the religionmigration scene

First of all, let us begin with a few observations which should lead us to certain scientific
questions, starting with the impact of transnational religions upon the circulation of migrants.
The dynamics by which religious institutions are set up, allow us to analyze the hierarchical
relationships within a distinct sphere, and to comprehend the designs of particular institutions.
In addition, the observation of religious businesses and NGOs placing themselves on
migration routes teaches us more about geopolitical questions, but also about the ability of
certain enterprises to implant themselves transnationally and to adapt to migrants’ issues, so
as to open up their markets (such as transnational religions and religious training networks,
for example). On the other hand, this impact must also be analyzed at the level of migrant
protagonists themselves, who insert themselves into these networks with specific goals in
mind: material or spiritual support, and reinforcement of connections with the country they
have migrated to, but also to their country of origin. This conjunction may lead us to observe
the deployment of an actual religious and spiritual market, at the crossroads of migratory
routes and religious spaces.

We must also study the influence of migrations on religious practices in a given country.
Starting from analysis of the delocalization and relocalization of worship, its revitalization,
the organization of particular religious events and the meaning of certain religious events and
practices, we may analyze the connections between migrants’ religious practices and local
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society. This may also allow us to understand how a transnational religious space is
renegotiated.

The examination of religious figures of migration also informs us about the different
protagonist figures at the crossroads of religion and migration. These include religious leaders
who create churches or religious groups, religious leaders who follow migrants (missionary
pastors/ministers, itinerant sheikhs, Muslim leaders), students of religion who travel for
training purposes, or adventurers who opt for a religious affiliation, or even a conversion, so
as to try their luck in a different manner. They also comprise migrants who combine religious
identity and economic activities to enhance their business, and volunteer-sector actors (from
NGOs) who place themselves in locations that migrants pass through or settle into. All these
are examples of religious figures constituted by migration, or in migration.

Observation of how spaces are transformed by migrants’ religious practices informs us about
territories of the religious sphere, the strategic dynamics underpinning their extension and
transnationalization, the logic of migration which revitalizes some of them, as well as the
pilgrimage dynamics which bring inactive religious sites back to life. These new religious
topographies set up by or for the creation of new reference points for migrants, also modify
urban space and the way people relate to borders and to nation-states.

Further, the scrutiny of spiritual dynamics and specific religious practices functioning within
migratory experiences, such as the logic of migrants’ conversion, the accumulation of
multiple facets of religious belonging, “sampling” of various religious options and other
patchwork-style constructs made during migration, may enable us to improve our
understanding of the impact of migrations on individual religious experiences. Similarly, the
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observation of the links between migrants’ economic and religious practices informs us about
the entrepreneurial dimension of migrations and about the role of social networks – including
religious networks – in these migratory practices.

To this non-exhaustive list of observations, we should add transversal thinking. We suggest
various axes of transversal thought about this field below, to be taken as different possible
indications allowing us to apprehend the meaning of these transformations occurring on the
religion-migration scene.
First, religion may be perceived as a resource within migration – a spiritual, material and
imaginary resource. It may offer one comfort or assistance with entry into a network of local
sociability; it may allow one to find employment, to maintain connections with one’s country
of origin (transnational community); it may also help migrants to create economic activity,
etc.
Yet migrants may also be perceived as a “resource” by religious institutions. As worshippers
or followers, their joining the faith produces a triple effect: extension of these institutions’
territories, increasing their flock and bringing in funds.
Besides, religion may also be considered as supporting migration and more temporary forms
of mobility, in the case of religious training and internships, or religious tourism, for example.
Occasionally, migration itself is assimilated to a religious practice through a form of
imitation, like when a Muslim migrant perceives his/her migration in reference to the
Prophet’s exile to Medina, for example, or in the framework of certain pilgrimages. Religion
may then be considered as a symbolic resource, an instrument for re-symbolization of
migratory journeys after the fact.
Religious movements also adapt to the religious practices of the migrant members of their
community, which causes alteration: changing the location of the movement’s headquarters,
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adapting liturgy and symbolic references or even – indirectly – religious practices. Indeed, the
mobility of a religion’s followers induces change and also involves other actors, such as
community activists, men of the cloth – who are sometimes also researchers – and initiatives
or associations for the reception of migrants.

Thus, several combinations are possible and may allow us to better examine the linkages
between religion and migration, via transnational religions, the religious practices of migrants,
and religious organizations along migration routes, just to mention a few pathways of
investigation. The most suitable method for apprehending the depth of connections between
migration and religion between several spaces is a multi-situated and comparative
ethnographic approach. Without observing the different connections produced by migrants, an
anthropologist of migration pursues his/her object from multiple spheres. He/she must be
acquainted with the types of symbolic material brought into play, examine the transformations
taking place, compare and contrast trajectories and networks, study religious institutions over
several spaces, and know how to move within these transnational social spheres without
neglecting the significance of how his/her observations are anchored.

Conclusion: Toward a religious anthropology of movement

Consequently, should we chart religions or follow migrants? As we have seen, both methods
have scientific objectives which often differ; nonetheless, it appears necessary to combine
them. Proceeding from studies of religion within migration and of transnational religions, we
have witnessed the building of a research trend centered on a form of anthropology of
migrations and of a religious anthropology of movement. The latter has focused equally on
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believers’ itineraries and the histories of religious institutions, and on figures and objects of
religious mobility (pilgrimages, studies, texts, migration, religious networks, means of
communication, circulation of religious items…) between the poles of mobility and fixedness.

In my view, anthropologists’ knowledge of migrants’ societies of origin has made a
considerable contribution to the understanding of these religious processes straddling several
territories. Yet it could not have progressed so successfully without the full scope of research
carried out by historians, sociologists and political scientists studying migrations. Exempted
from debates about the French republic – perhaps due to their mobility and their presumed
belonging to another cultural sphere – anthropologists of migration in France already
possessed the necessary instruments to ponder this question of cultural and religious
transnationalisms. Without completely disregarding debates about identity, they have shifted
their focus in order to better explore the migration-religion-identity relationship, starting from
migrants themselves and the multiplicity of spaces they cross.
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